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an email corpus, or a document collection, where we want to build a binary classification rule that predicts whether a document
or e-mail is spam. We have a set of 20000 training text documents, and an equally large set of validation text documents. Based
on these two sets, we build a classifier. In other words, the baseline is represented by an SVM classifier. We use a linear SVM,
with five values for the regularization parameter C. Each text document is represented as a vector of size 20. This vector
contains the word frequencies for the 20 most common words. The classifier is trained on the training set, and then tested on the
validation set. The output of the classifier is a label. In this example, we choose whether or not the document is spam. Finally,
we report two important metrics: Precision and Recall (Figure 1). The red point represents the resulting precision and recall
after classifier training. The precision refers to the proportion of correct classifications. We see that the precision of the
classifier is low, i.e. it misclassifies many documents. This is due to the fact that the classifier is trained on a very large number
of text documents, but has to make a binary decision about whether a document is spam or not. If the number of training
documents is smaller (say, if we trained the classifier on data from one single spam site instead of on 20000 training
documents), then the precision of the classifier is significantly higher. However, it is not surprising that a classifier trained on a
large set of documents is more prone to make mistakes. Related. 1 The Approach. 3 What Is the Approach Used In This Post.
The baseline of our approach is the standard SVM classification. In this chapter, we will present different machine learning
techniques, used to build document-level classifiers. Most of the techniques 82138339de
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